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Handbook of Nanophysics: Nanomedicine and NanoroboticsCRC Press, 2010

	The tools of nanodiagnostics, nanotherapy, and nanorobotics are expected to revolutionize the future of medicine, leading to presymptomatic diagnosis of disease, highly effective targeted treatment therapy, and minimum side effects. Handbook of Nanophysics: Nanomedicine and Nanorobotics presents an up-to-date overview of...
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No Shadow of a Doubt: The 1919 Eclipse That Confirmed Einstein's Theory of RelativityPrinceton Press, 2019

	
		On their 100th anniversary, the story of the extraordinary scientific expeditions that ushered in the era of relativity

		

		In 1919, British scientists led extraordinary expeditions to Brazil and Africa to test Albert Einstein’s revolutionary new theory of general relativity in what became the...
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Cooperative Systems Design: Scenario-Based Design of Collaborative Systems (Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2004
This publication focuses on the following subjects;  understanding and modeling of collaborative work situations which are  mediated by technical artefacts, either computational or not; developing  appropriate design methodologies for cooperative work analysis and  cooperative systems design; developing new technologies supporting  cooperation;...
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Experiences of Test Automation: Case Studies of Software Test AutomationAddison Wesley, 2012

	Software test automation has moved beyond a luxury to become a necessity. Applications and systems have grown ever larger and more complex, and manual testing simply cannot keep up. As technology changes, and more organizations move into agile development, testing must adapt—and...
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Criminal Investigative FailuresCRC Press, 2008
This topic is vitally important for not only understanding the causes and prevention of failures, but for understanding and measuring success.  
—John Eck, University of Cincinnati, Department of Criminal Justice    

 For serious crimes, criminal investigators are the gatekeepers for the rest of the criminal...
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Learning Java by Building Android Games: Learn Java and Android from scratch by building five exciting games, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Get ready to learn Java the fun way by developing games for the Android platform with this new and updated third edition

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn Java, Android, and object-oriented programming from scratch
	
			Find out how to build games including Sub Hunter, Retro Pong, Bullet...
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Social Media ROI: Managing and Measuring Social Media Efforts in Your Organization (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2011

	“Blanchard is demanding. He won’t allow you to flip through this book, nod your head, and leave. If you’re in, you’re going to have to invest to get your rewards.”


	--Chris Brogan, president of Human Business Works

...
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Practical Web Analytics for User Experience: How Analytics Can Help You Understand Your UsersMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	Practical Web Analytics for User Experience teaches you how to use web analytics to help answer the complicated questions facing UX professionals. Within this book, you'll find a quantitative approach for measuring a website's effectiveness and the methods for posing and answering specific questions about how users navigate a...
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Parameterized Complexity Theory (Texts in Theoretical Computer Science. An EATCS Series)Springer, 2006
Parameterized complexity theory is a recent branch of computational complexity theory that provides a framework for a refined analysis of hard algorithmic problems. The central notion of the theory, fixed-parameter tractability, has led to the development of various new algorithmic techniques and a whole new theory of intractability. This book is a...
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Outsourcing for Radical Change: A Bold Approach to Enterprise TransformationAMACOM, 2004
If you’re looking for a serious infusion of life-blood into your company, transformational outsourcing could be the answer. This new, bold approach is not just about handing off non-core functions in order to cut costs. It’s about transforming the entire operating model—to boost a company’s stock price, increase its...
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Face Biometrics for Personal Identification: Multi-Sensory Multi-Modal Systems (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2007

	From time immemorial, the security realm and personal identification task had
	shown progress by employing technological means like secret knowledge as passwords
	and Personal Identification Numbers, and by using personal possessions as
	identity cards and Radio Frequency Identification chips. As opposed to these means
	which are...
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Fundamentals of Voice-Quality Engineering in Wireless NetworksCambridge University Press, 2006

	Network operators are faced with the challenge of maximizing the quality of voice transmissions in wireless communications without impairing speech or data transmission. This book provides a comprehensive survey of voice quality algorithms, features, interactions, and trade-offs, at the device and system level. Using a practitioner rather...
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